
  

SHIZHIKOV 

ALEXANDER VASILYEVICH 

 (On March, 16th, 1947, mountains. Likino-Dulyovo, the Moscow area, the 

USSR): 
 

The president of Fund «Center of Marxist Researches», 

The chairman of Coordination council of inter-regional public association 

«Committee of solidarity of workers of wage labour of Moscow and the Moscow 

area», 

Соучредитель Inter-regional 

Public association 

«Fund of the organisation of the higher labour productivity», 

Member of "New economic association» (НЭА), 

Member of initiative group «New Communists» on creation  

Organising committee of Uniform Political Force of Workers of Russia, 

 

THE WORKER  

(The driver of a loader) the Federal State Unitary enterprise (ФГУП) «Гознак» 

(the Moscow branch) 

 

 

The biography 

        
Was born in a family of employees: the father - Vasily Vasilevich 

Chizhikov/1916 - 1987gg./has started to work as the teacher even before Great 

domestic war. The participant of the Second World War. Taught biology, 

chemistry, work in Likino-Dulyovskoj to school. Mother - Antonina Georgievna 

Kuznetsova/1913-1991gg./-the employee of the central office of trading enterprises 

Likina-Dulyova, the planner. 

        In 1962 has ended 8 classes of high school and has gone to study in Likino-

Dulyovsky automotive technical school as branch «Processing of metals by 



cutting». In 1967 has received the diploma of the technician - the technologist of 

machine-building manufacture. Studied and worked since 1964 at Likinsky bus 

factory: the pupil of the milling-machine operator, the milling-machine operator of 

shop №2.  

         In 1965 became the member of the Komsomol. In September, 1967 - it is 

called in numbers of the Soviet Army: to the middle of May, 1968 - the cadet of 

school of younger commanders (сержантская school of item Мышанка in 

Belarus); since May, 1968 - the younger sergeant of rocket parts of strategic 

appointment of land basing (РЧСН) in to Kostroma. Has passed all posts of 

younger command structure RBO: the younger sergeant, the sergeant, the senior 

sergeant, the foreman of Calculation of Fighting Maintenance of start of strategic 

rockets. It is awarded by distinctions: the guardsman, the honours pupil of military-

political preparation, and also the Certificate of honour for participation in 

performance of the special task. It is demobilised on December, 6th 1969года.          

       Since December, 10th, 1969 - the listener of preliminary courses on base 

станкоинструментального institute of the Ministry of machine-tool construction 

of the USSR (Stankin). Since June, 1970 - the first-year student of engineering-

design faculty of Stankin. In 1974 it is accepted by the candidate for members of 

the CPSU. After delivery of graduation examination in disciplines of military 

chair, the military rank the lieutenant is appropriated. In 1975 has received the 

diploma of the mechanical engineer.   

        Upon termination of Станкоинструментального institute by the special order 

of the Ministry of Machine-tool construction of the USSR it is directed for work to 

the Moscow special design office of automatic transfer lines and modular machine 

tools/Mos special design bureau the EXPERT (special design bureau-1) / where 

has worked 18 years - till November, 1993 is scarlet also. Has passed all steps from 

the designer of II category to the leading designer. Automatic transfer lines, the 

modular and special machine tools designed by it and under its management, 

worked on leading enterprises of average and heavy mechanical engineering. In the 

field of its professional attention (practical operational development of automatic 

transfer lines, machine tools and mechanisms) were: ЗИЛ, АЗЛК - Moscow, GAS 

- Bitter, VAZ - Tolyatti, machine-building factory of Baranovichi.   

        Known events of the end 80 have led to disorder of economy of the USSR. In 

October, 1993 has been compelled to leave from Мос. Special design bureau the 

EXPERT is scarlet also. Some time worked as the unskilled worker in 

деревообрабатывающей to Russian-Finnish firm "ФИНАРТ". In April, 1994 has 

gone to work in ФГУП «Гознак» (the Moscow branch) the driver of a loader in 

which quality I work and at the moment. 
 

 

 

Reorganisation двадцатилетка 

 

      Since 1975 a member of the CPSU. In 1982 it is selected by a member of a 

party bureau of department, and then has headed Party bureau Мос special design 



bureau the EXPERT is scarlet also. Known events of the beginning 90 have led to 

CPSU destruction. Proceeding from real political conditions and a situation in the 

party organisation which have developed after ГКЧП, it the decision on official 

self-dissolution of the party organisation of CPSU Мос special design bureau was 

accepted the EXPERT that has been fixed by the corresponding document in the 

October district committee of the CPSU of of Moscow is scarlet also.  

        In May, 1993 became a member of the Communist Party of the Russian 

Federation. 1993-2002 - work in the October district committee of the Communist 

Party of the Russian Federation: responsible concerning working-class movement; 

the curator of group of young communists; the organisation of demonstrations, 

meetings, pickets, including with participation of miners at the White House; 

protest overlapping of roads, the organisation of petition, the organisation and 

conducting propaganda activity among workers of the Moscow enterprises.  

        1997 - has organised with companions Working group concerning working-

class movement, at МГК the Communist Party of the Russian Federation. In 1998 

the Working group has prepared and has spent Congress of workers (factory 

"Rainbow" club, Moscow) on which under the aegis of the Communist Party of the 

Russian Federation have founded Council of workers of Moscow. 1998-1999 - the 

active participant of work of Coordination council of the working organisations 

putting the purpose - association of Councils of workers of Moscow in the uniform 

organisation, on Marxist bases. A result of work of Coordination council of the 

working organisations of Moscow the unanimous decision of an active of four 

Councils of workers of Moscow began to prepare for Unifying Congress.  

        On October, 14th, 2000 - the initiator of carrying out of constituent 

conference on which has been founded МСТК - the Moscow Council of labour 

collectives. Chairman МСТК, in the special conditions created by secretaries of the 

Communist Party of the Russian Federation, factory manager A.P.goat has been 

selected. The Moscow Council of labour collectives has existed not for long that 

«the red director» A.P.Kozlov was irreconcilable to a position on which has been 

founded МСТК to which members МГК the Communist Party of the Russian 

Federation were irreconcilable. 

       24 March 2001года - active preparation and participation in unifying 

congress of Councils of workers of Moscow, at Congress it is selected by a 

member, the Co-chairman of Council of the Union of workers of Moscow.  

Autumn 2001г. For 2005 - has organised and supervised over work of 

information-analytical group of the Union of workers of Moscow/IAG SRM/.  

      November, 2002 - an exit from the Communist Party of the Russian Federation 

owing to disagreements with tactics and a strategic line in questions of practical 

actions in working-class movement, politicians and ideologically - theoretical, 

ideological (social and economic). 

       March, 2003 - the active participant of preparation and conducting the second 

Congress of Incorporated Council of the Union of workers of Moscow, has acted 

with the Supporting report in which problems and contradictions of working-class 

movement of Moscow and Russia were opened. 



       Since August, 2003 - one of organizers of initiative group «New Communists» 

on creation of Organizing committee of Uniform Political Force of Workers of 

Russia with a kernel Marxist political party «Party of working class of Russia».  

       Since April, 29th, 2004 - the Chairman of Coordination council of inter-

regional public association «Committee of solidarity of workers of wage labour of 

Moscow and the Moscow area» and соучредитель Organizing committee on 

political party creation «Party of working class of Russia».  

         2004-2011гг. - propagation of ideas of socially personalised (originally 

socialist) system of manufacture and assignment: meetings, seminars, reports, 

congresses, scientifically-practical, conferences, round tables, press conferences, 

articles in newspapers, author's and in the co-authorship materials on the Internet. 

       Since July, 7th 2011года - the President of Fund «Center of Marxist 

Researches». 

        On September, 14th 2011года - Соучредитель Inter-regional public 

association «Fund of the organisation of the higher labour productivity».  

 

 

Sociopolitical sights 

           
          In a basis socially - A.V.Chizhikova's political views the Marxism and 

interests of modern working class lays.  

          A.V.Chizhikov considers, that in the USSR there was no socialism. There 

was «a state capitalism at communism» (V.I.Lenina's definition). There was that 

counted V.I.Lenin and that expected F.Engels in 1878. The Soviet state became 

«the ideal cumulative capitalist». It took all productive forces in the property and 

has transformed all citizens into hired workers. Capitalist relations have not been 

destroyed, and have been finished to the higher point. Also revolution was made.  

       In the USSR there was a transition period which was pathologically 

tightened because communists have departed from Marxism. Have prevailed 

сталинизм and the forcible power of the nomenclature of the CPSU.  

          A.V.Chizhikov does not consider an event in 90th years as Marxism and 

socialism crash. He is convinced, that there was last revolution in the cascade of 

revolutions of 20 centuries on a way to originally socialist relations of the property. 

Has worked the law of conformity of relations of production to character of 

productive forces. The relations of production imposed by the CPSU to a society 

have ceased to correspond to requirements of productive forces.  

         New relations of production (transition from the state form to directly public 

pattern of ownership which believes proprietors of all and everyone) were outlined 

in the USSR, but were not ready to realisation, therefore there was a country 

slipping in a track of private-ownership capitalism.  

      The basic theoretical sources: Фридрих Engels, Charles Marx, Vladimir Ilich 

Lenin, Victor Semyonovich Petruhin, Victor Alekseevich Vazjulin, George 

Aleksandrovich Bagaturija. 
 

 



Relations with the left forces of Russia       

           
           According to Чижикова, in the CPSU during the reorganisation period two 

political forces were definitively generated: the Prosoviet part of the CPSU 

(I.Polozkov and others) and противоКПССная a part of the Soviet party members 

(B.Eltsin and others).   

           Occurrence ГКЧП has been apprehended by the people as attempt to curtail 

begun transformations and to restore the state-political status of the CPSU. On set 

of factors ГКЧП has provoked acceleration of process of disintegration of the 

USSR. As the advanced part of the Soviet citizens, supporters of a socialist vector 

of development of a society, for this moment did not have the socially - a political 

vanguard, capable to translate to an arrow on a socialist way of development, looks 

of the Soviet people have been turned on Yeltsin who personified антиКПССные 

moods in the people. 

        Siskins asserts, that leaders of present Communist Parties and the groups 

naming Marxist, are incapable to head movement for economic clearing of 

working class and all workers, for the higher labour productivity and social justice. 

On political-economical arena of modern Russia three forces struggle:  

1. The private-capitalist force headed by the president and the government, 

supported by Federal Meeting and political party «Uniform Russia»;  

2. The shattered state capitalist force under a banner of Stalin socialism with in the 

lead political party of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation;  

3. Originally socialist force presented small, but numerically growing, initiative 

group «New Communists» on Organizing committee and political party formation 

«Party of Working class of Russia» (ПРКР). 
 

Relations with the power 

         A.V.Chizhikov subjects the power to the criticism. Considers its actions and 

the established private-capitalist relations of the property antinational.  

                                                        Criticism 

Siskins the Communist Party of the Russian Federation, РКРП, РРП, RKP-

KPSS, defending positions сталинизма in ideology of working-class movement 

is exposed to criticism from members of the CPSU. 

J.V.Kochevalinym (РКРП) for a persevering appeal to develop vanguard 

(Marxist) ideology of working-class movement.  

The professor V.H.Belenkim, д.ф.н., б/п - for propagation of "Bases of 

vanguard (Marxist) ideology of working class».  

     The Doctor of Economics V.F.Paulmanom - for aspiration to destruction of 

system of hired slavery, for following to that is stated V.I.Leninym in works 

«Three sources, three components of Marxism» (1913г.), «the State and 

revolution» (August 1916г.). 

Representatives of Council of the Union of workers of Moscow (members 

various левопартийных groups): V.V.Jakunichkin, R.B.Pugachyova, 

V.I.Bojko, E.N.Chernjavsky, V.I.Shishkaryov, V.I.Gedikov). 



Остепенѐнными philosophers and economists (F.F.Tjagunovym, к.ф.н., 

A.A.Kovalyovym, д.э.н.,), that in the USSR the socialism was asserting.  

S.S.Elmanovichem, F.I.Binshtokom (Organizing committee of the academic 

seminar «Marksovsky readings», section "Education"), that the objective 

reasons were not asserting for disintegration of the USSR.  

Public opinion 

 

        A.V.Chizhikova's companions on work (workers ФГУП) and the workers of 

other enterprises who have been not connected with political public associations, 

and also companions on public work consider its sights correct, respect, appreciate 

and support it. 
 

Private life 

          Siskins the good family man. Leaves with children and grandsons on a 

summer residence in the summer. Campaigns in wood behind berries and 

mushrooms. Takes a great interest in work on a tree (original desk lamps, frames 

under mirrors, figures of people), Draws small pictures oil, miniatures. Holidays 

spends in Moscow more often, sometimes leaves to relatives for Urals Mountains.  

Lives in Moscow on B.Cheryomushkinskoj to street.  

It is married. Two daughters, three grandsons. 

Property and incomes  

o Does not own the ground areas, apartment houses, summer 

residences, garages and cars; 

o The sum of incomes for a year (2010г.) has made 320 000рублей. 

Their sources - the salary for work in ФГУП «Гознак» and pension; 

o In joint property Чижикова m of the Moscow apartment the area of 

65 sq. metres; 

o Has no bank accounts. 

 

The list of articles and publications: 

 

The Answer to J.V.Kochevalinym's publication (member МК РКРП) 

articles "Working-class movement" тезисно »to issue it is impossible» in 

the newspaper «Working truth». 30. 05.2002г. 

Article «About the Program of the Union of workers of Moscow», the 

newspaper «Voice of the Communist», It is information - analytical group of 

the Union of workers of Moscow, 2003г.  

The Analytical material «Working-class movement of Moscow. 1993-

2003гг.» It is extended on the Internet. 



Article «We have understood the reasons of defeat of socialism», «the 

Economic and philosophical newspaper», №46, November 2003г. 

The Publication «Statement of YOKES ПРКР». «The economic and 

philosophical newspaper» ³46 (474), November 2003г. 

About ideology of working class: the publication in the newspaper «the 

Word to the worker», №3, September 2003г. 

A.V.Chizhikova's Articles: «is, that is!» (Position at the Moscow 

enterprises), «Гознаки attention» (about probable privatisation МПФ 

Гознак) and drawing to article «Is, that there is», a newspaper «Union of 

workers» №1, 2003г.  

Article «Be released from stereotypes and dogmas of the CPSU or leave 

from road!». V.I.Pljamka's answer, to a member of Central Committee 

RKP - the CPSU on its article «Time presses!» - «the economic and 

philosophical newspaper», August, №48 2004г. 

Article «property Personification - process of familiarising of the person 

to a property management». «The economic and philosophical 

newspaper», №13-14, March 2004г. 

Article «Forward, to Socialism!». Article is prepared with the assistance of 

members of information-analytical group of the Union of workers of 

Moscow, within the limits of YOKES ПРКР. «The economic and 

philosophical newspaper», June, №28 2004г. 

«To Create uniform political force!». A.V.Chizhikova, V.S.Petruhina's 

article in the newspaper «СОВИНФОРМБЮРО», №50, February 2006г. 

«Association of materialists - диалектиков», the Bulletin №4 for 2011г. 

The analytical material «Communistic tragedy or a way to socialism is 

published!?», in which the reasons of disintegration of the USSR reveal. 

Article Publication «Dialectics of socialist assignment» in the newspaper 

"POSITION" Queens / № 18 from December, 23rd 2010г. The publication 

has taken place within the limits of discussion concerning the communism, 

the organised V.I.Florovym.   

Article «Once again about economic персонализме», «the Economic and 

philosophical newspaper», № 19, May 2011г. 

Article «proletariat Dictatorship», 21.09.2011г. For the newspaper «Union 

of workers». 

Article «Dialectics of concept socialism», prepared in the co-authorship 

from V.N.Miljaevym. 19.11.2011г. 

The Reference on the eve of elections on March, 4th 2012г. - «To 

WORKING CLASS And ALL PEOPLE of Russia». 13.02.2012г. 
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